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OVERVIEW

This presentation will give the mailer a general overview of 
mail processing and sortation which relates to workshare and 
equates to a reduction in postage.
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Permit Mail Privilege

With a paid Mail permit postage is precanceled by utilizing 
a Permit Imprint Indica, Precanceled stamps, or Metering. 
This allows the USPS bypass the use of this machine 
entirely.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most of the mail that enters the USPS Mail Stream will eventually make its way to a processing plant, where we confirm/cancel postage, check for address corrections, sort, distribute and finally delivers mail to every person throughout the US. As a Permit mailer you can utilize work-sharing to help reduce processing time and manual work the USPS performs in exchange for a postage discount.Explain precanceled
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Presort & Entry

 3D/5D zip presort
 Automation/Non-Automation

 AADC/ADC – Automated Area Distribution Center
 NDC - Network Distribution Center
 DSCF – Destination Sectional Center Facility
 DDU – Destination Delivery Unit
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PRESORT - The sorting of outgoing mail by delivery ZIP code in order to take advantage of a cheaper rate of postage.PRESORTED Automation/Non-Automation - Mail sorted by ZIP code which does or does not meet USPS labeling postal automation criteria.THREE/FIVE DIGIT - (1) A presort level in which all pieces in the bundle or container are addressed for delivery within the same 3/5-digit ZIP Code area. (2) A price category available for some mail classes or products prepared at a three/five-digit presort level. Can also be written as 3/5-digit.AADC/ADC - An Automated Area Distribution Center (AADC) or an Area Distribution Center (ADC) sorts and sends mail that isn’t presorted as finely as the five-digit ZIP mail pieces; rather, it bundles together mail that’s addressed for delivery in areas that share a common postal distribution center. There is also Mixed AADC (MAADC), which covers a broader geography of destinations – namely, any mail pieces that didn’t fit into the five-digit or AADC trays . Finally, the difference between an AADC and ADC is the volume of mail that passes through said ADC.NDC - A presort level in which all pieces in the bundle or container are addressed for delivery within the service area of the same network distribution center (NDC) or auxiliary service facility (ASF). Pieces are sorted to NDCs if machinable or to NDCs or ASFs if nonmachinable and entered at a facility (other than an NDC or ASF) that accepts bulk mail.DSCF - (1) A presort level in which all pieces in the bundle or container are addressed for delivery within the service area of the same destination sectional center facility (DSCF) and entered by the mailer at that facility. (2) A price category or discount available for some mail classes or products prepared at a DSF presort level.DDU - The delivery unit or other postal facility designated by USPS as a delivery unit where a mailer enters mail destined for addresses served by the carriers of the unit. Mail entered correctly at a DDU may be eligible for a DDU discount or price.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
High level line graph overview of mail flow through USPS processing
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Mail Process

Presort mail 
Machinable vs Nonmachinable 
Automation or Non-Automation
Mail is diverted to appropriate machine

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PRESORT MAIL - A group of addressed mail pieces, faced and orientated in the same direction, bundled together by means such as rubber bands, shrink wrap, and or trays for processing. Mail Pieces bundled together are destined for the same delivery area based on sortation (e.g., all pieces in the bundle are destined for the same 5-digit ZIP Code or same 3-digit ZIP Code prefix). MACHINABLE  - To be “machinable” and eligible for “presort” prices, letters and cards must have an accurate address and be able to be processed on Postal Service equipment. Machinable mailpieces must meet specific standards, including size, shape, and weight.NON-MACHINABLE - A nonmachinable mailpiece is sorted outside of the standard automated mail process. A surcharge applies because it is more expensive to processes.AUTOMATION MAIL – Automation mail is mail that is 100% barcoded using an Intelligent Mail barcode (IMb) encoded with the correct delivery point routing code and prepared for the Postal Service's high-speed mail processing equipment, which allowing the USPS to utilize automated equipment to process mail much quicker and without manual interaction. Automation prices are generally lower than prices for single-piece mail and or nonautomation presorted mail due to reduced labor.SINGLE-PIECE MAIL - Refers to the kind of mail you send one piece at a time or in very small quantities.Based on the all this mail is diverted to the correct machine or processing personnel to get the mail sorted and delivered.
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Processing Machines

 LCTS – Low Cost Tray Sorter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LCTS - The low cost tray sorter replaces the manual sortation of flat tubs and letter trays. This machine sorts mail tubs/trays into a variety of different inbound and outbound operations for further processing and are utilized in most processing and distribution facilities throughout the postal network.LCTS - A system made up of barcode reading cameras, a powered roller conveyor, and a narrow belt sorter with pneumatic pop-up rollers for diverting product, into 20 to approximately 200 separations. Average systems range from 30 to 60 run out lanes. The system is very modular and can be arranged in a variety of configurations to accommodate available floor space.
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Processing Machines

DBCS – Delivery Bar Code Sorter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DBCS - An automated letter sorting machine that is used for letter-size mail already barcoded either by mailers or by USPS on other mail processing equipment. The high-speed multilevel DBCS can sort mail in carrier walk sequence, eliminating additional sorting at the delivery unit. The DBCS can also sort letter mail to carriers in sector-segment sequence using a two-pass operation. Sector-segment sorting places the mail in block face delivery sequence, which prepares the mail for final delivery.Unreadable or COA mail is further processed on the DIOSS/CIOSS
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Processing Machines

DIOSS – Delivery Bar Code Sorter with Optical Character 
Reader, Input/Output Subsystem

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DIOSS - A multifunction letter mail processing system based on the Delivery Bar Code Sorter (DBCS) with additional components for optical character recognition (OCR) and image lift to the Image Processing Subsystem (IPSS) as well as supporting Output Subsystem (OSS). With the ability to spray barcodes on back-end processed mail which automates processing of some mail that previously required manual processing.If OCR is able to read the Mailpiece then barcodes may be applied, followed by reprocessing in DBCS for sortation.
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Processing Machines

CIOSS – Combined Input-Output Sub-System

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CIOSS - A mail processing machine, specifically designed to be used for the PARS project and is capable of both image input and result output functions. This machine applies the COA label to the mail & then sorts the mail by label disposition (Waste, RTS, Secure  Destruction, Forward)PARS (Postal Automated Redirection System) - A system designed to intercept and process Undeliverable as Addressed mail using automated techniques.
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Processing Machines

AFCS - Advanced Facer Canceler System

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AFCS -Positions and cancels collection mail, reads barcodes on pre-barcoded mail, identifies and finally prints a barcode on mail that is not already barcoded. The AFCS also culls or removes mailpieces that are too thick, too stiff, too long or too tall into a reject stacker for additional processing.This machine processes mail that is dropped at a retail counter or in a blue collection box that is not permit mail.
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Processing Machines

AFSM – Automated Flat Sorting Machine

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AFSM - A fully automated machine that processes flat-size mail. The machine receives mail via automatic feeders, acquires images of script and typed mail for video encoding, and processes mail using optical character recognition technology. Its design includes a tray take-away conveyor with adaptability for robotic handling or Tray Management System induction.
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Summary

 The USPS uses workshare discounts to increase it 
   operational efficiencies.

 Discounts offered to mailers for mail 
   preparation and distribution activities otherwise   
   performed by USPS 

 Discounts include presorting, pre-barcoding 
   and transporting mail

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The total discount Permit mailers receive is based on presort level, utilization of electronic documentation, automation compatibility, and destination entry. This is due to allowing the USPS to reduce manual handing and sortation of mail by leveraging high speed automated mail processing equipment and technology.
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